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Abstract

The smarter homes of tomorrow promise to increase comfort, aid elderly and
disabled people, and help inhabitants save energy. Unfortunately, smart homes
today are far from this vision – people who already live in such a home struggle
with complicated user interfaces, inflexible home configurations, and difficult
installation procedures. Under these circumstances, smart homes are not ready
for mass adoption.

This dissertation addresses these issues by proposing two smart assistants
for smart homes. The first assistant is a recommender system that suggests
useful services (i.e actions that the home can perform for the user). The
recommended services are fitted to the user’s current situation, habits, and
preferences. With these recommendations it is possible to build much simpler
user interfaces that highlight the most interesting choices currently available.
Configuration becomes much more flexible: since the recommender system
automatically learns user habits, user routines no longer have to be manually
described. Evaluations with two smart home datasets show that the correct
service is included in the top five recommendations in 90% of all cases.

The second assistant addresses the difficult installation procedures. The
unique feature of this assistant is that it removes the need for manually
describing device functionalities (such descriptions are needed by the
recommender system). Instead, users can simply plug in a new device, begin
using it, and let the installation assistant identify what the device is doing.
The installation assistant has minimal requirements for manufacturers of
smart home devices and was successfully integrated with an existing smart
home. Evaluations performed with this smart home show that the assistant can
quickly and reliably learn device functionalities.
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